
If you would like more information or help,
please:

• phone 08459 500 505 (we may
record or monitor calls for training
purposes);

• contact us by minicom on
08459 222 250;

• fax 01633 813600;

• e-mail enquiries@patent.gov.uk; or

• visit our website at www.patent.gov.uk

Or, you can write to us at:

The Patent Office
Designs Registry
Cardiff Road
Newport
South Wales
NP10 8QQ.

Professional help
A trade mark attorney or patent agent is
legally and professionally qualified in
design matters. You do not have to use
one to act for you when you are making
your application, but you may find it
helpful - especially if we raise objections
to your application. You can get the
names of trade mark attorneys from:

The Institute of Trade Mark Attorneys
Canterbury House
2-6 Sydenham Road
Croydon
Surrey
CR0 9XE.
Phone: 020 8686 2052
Fax: 020 8680 5723

You can also get the names of patent
agents from:

The Chartered Institute of Patent Agents
95 Chancery Lane
London
WC2A 1DT.
Phone: 020 7405 9450
Fax: 020 7430 0471
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Introduction
This booklet will help you apply to register a design in the
United Kingdom. It also includes information about applying
to register a design outside the UK. We have done our best
to make sure that the information in it is correct.
However, the booklet does not try to cover every part of
design law.

How to apply to
register a design



This booklet has
three separate
sections.
Section 1 provides essential
information to help you prepare your
application to register a design in the UK.

Section 2 includes:
• guidance notes on how to fill in your

application form and provide
illustrations of your design;

• an example of how to present proper
illustrations; and

• your application form.

Section 3 gives you more information
about designs, including how to apply to
register a design outside the UK.

Application fee
It costs:

• £35 to apply to register a design for a 
textile made up of checks, stripes or 
lace; or

• £60 to apply to register any other 
design.

This fee covers the cost of us processing
your application. It does not guarantee
that we will accept your application.
Please make cheques payable to
‘The Patent Office’.

Our search service
We can tell you if your design is the same
as or similar to one which is already
registered in the United Kingdom. If you
want to use this service, you will need to
fill in a Designs Form 21 and send it to us
with your fee of £25 and two illustrations
of the design you want us to search for
before you send us your application form.

Our Central Enquiry Unit
You can phone our Central Enquiry Unit
on 08459 500 505 before making your
application. Our staff in this unit cannot
tell you whether your design will be
accepted, but they will be pleased to
answer any general questions you may
have.
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Important
We cannot refund your application fee
for any reason, so please read this
booklet carefully before you make your
application.
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What is a registered design?
A registered design is a monopoly right
which protects a design. This can be for
all or part of a product resulting from the
features of, in particular, the:

• lines;
• contours;
• colours;
• shape;
• texture; or
• materials;

of the product or its decoration.

The design may be:
• the shape of a product;
• the decoration applied to a product; or
• both, for example the shape of a

teapot with a specific pattern applied
to it.

And remember, it is the design itself that
is protected, no matter what product you
name on your application form.

Registering your design gives you the
exclusive right to the design in the United
Kingdom and the Isle of Man for up to 25
years.

You are allowed a 'grace period' of one
year in which to test the market for your
design, but you should not delay making
your application any longer than is
necessary. 

What you need to consider
before making your application
You need to think about the following
points carefully before you send us your
application.

• Is your design new?
This means that it must not be the 
same as any design which has already
been made available to the public.

• Does it have individual character?
This means that the overall impression
the design gives to someone must be 
different from the impression any 
previous design gives them.

When assessing individual character, 
the freedom the designer has in 
creating the design is taken into 
account.

If we can’t answer ‘Yes’ to both these
questions, we will object to registering
your design.

We will also object to designs which:
• are dictated only by how a product

works;
• are for parts of complex products that

are not visible in normal use (for
example, computer chips or vehicle
spare parts);

• are offensive; or
• involve using certain protected flags

and international emblems.

Section 1
Essential information for preparing your UK
design application



Examining your application
Once we receive your application and fee,
an examiner will check it and decide if we
need to object to it.

They will then send you a letter with the
results of the examination (normally within
two months of us receiving your
application). This letter will tell you if your
design is acceptable.

What happens if the examiner
objects to my design?
If the examiner objects to your design,
you will have up to 12 months to:

• try to persuade us that the objections
are not justified; or

• overcome them in some other way.

If you want to put forward reasons why
we should accept your design, you can
phone or write to the examiner.

If there are relatively straightforward ways
of overcoming our objections, the
examiner will tell you about these in the
examination report.

You can also apply to have a formal
meeting (a hearing) with a Hearing Officer
who is a senior official in the Designs
Registry. At the hearing, you will have the
opportunity to put forward your case
which will allow the Hearing Officer to
make a decision on the future of your
application.

What if I cannot overcome the
objections?
You can either withdraw your application
or we will write to you telling you that it
has been refused.

We will also refuse your application if you
do not reply to the examination report by
the deadline that we give you.

What happens if the examiner
does not object to my design or
I overcome the objections?
We will register your design in the UK
Designs Register, which you can view on
our website at www.patent.gov.uk

We will publish your registration in the
Patents and Designs Journal, and with
illustrations in ‘Designs in View’. Both are
published every Wednesday.

How long does the process
take?
If we do not object to or question your
design, it will normally take around three
months to become registered.

It will obviously take longer if the
examiner has to ask you any questions or
you have to overcome any objections.
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Application fee
It costs:
• £35 to apply to register a design for a

textile made up of checks, stripes or
lace; or

• £60 to apply to register any other
design.

Please make cheques payable to
‘The Patent Office’.

Illustrations of your design
You will need to send us two copies of
illustrations of your design with your
application form. Please read the
guidance notes on pages 7 and 8 of this
booklet and study the example on page 9
so that you will know the best way to
present your illustrations.

Returning the form to us
When you have filled in the form, please
return it with two copies of illustrations of
your design and your fee to:

The Patent Office
Designs Registry
Cardiff Road
Newport
South Wales
NP10 8QQ.

Section 2
How to fill in your UK design application form

Please remember that we cannot
refund your application fee for any
reason.

So, please read this booklet carefully
before you make your application.
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If there is not enough space for any of
your answers on the form, please use
separate sheets. Number each one and
write in section 10 of the form how many

extra sheets you have used. If you need
any more help, contact our Enquiry Unit
on 08459 500 505.

Filling in the application form

What to put in each section of the form

Section 1 Please include your reference. You don’t have to provide one, but if you do
we will use it whenever we contact you.

Section 2 Provide as much detail as possible and consider whether your
application should be in your name or your company’s name. If you apply
in your company’s name, tell us where it is incorporated, including the
state if it is in the USA. If your address is outside the United Kingdom,
you must also provide an address in the UK in section 3. We will send all
our letters to this UK address.

Section 3 If you appoint someone (for example, a patent agent or trade mark
attorney) to deal with your application, give details here. You do not have
to appoint an agent or attorney but you can still provide a UK address
here which is different from the one in section 2. We will send all our
letters to this contact address (which we call an ‘address for service’).
If you leave this section blank, we will write to you at the address given in
section 2 as long as it is in the UK. You can change or appoint an agent
or change a contact address at any time after making your application by
sending us Form DF1A. You can get this form from us.

Section 4 Tell us what the design is applied to, for example, a watch or a teapot.
Avoid long descriptions. Write the fee code ‘T’ for textiles or ‘O’ for other
products.

Section 5 If you are claiming priority from an earlier application made in another
country, provide details in this section. You must apply within six months
of your earlier application.

Section 6 Only fill in this section if you are not the person or company named in the
priority application in section 5.

Section 7 Only fill in this section if you made an earlier application and we have
told you that your earlier application contained more than one design.

Section 8 You or your agent must sign and date the form.

Section 9 It will help us to sort out any queries more quickly if you can provide the
name and daytime phone number of someone we can contact.



Providing illustrations of your
design
You must send us two identical copies of
illustrations of your design. We will
include one copy in your certificate of
registration and keep the other copy for
our records.

Your illustrations must present an
accurate and complete picture of your
design.

If your design is not two-dimensional or is
just decoration, your illustrations should
include a series of views of the product
which the design is applied to. If you only
want to protect the design of part of a
product, you should mark your
illustrations clearly or include a ‘partial
disclaimer’ (see page 8).

If you need to explain any design features
which cannot be clearly seen in your
illustrations, you may include a brief
description at the bottom of sheet 1 of
your illustrations.

You will find an example of how to provide
a set of illustrations on page 9 of this
booklet.

Views of the design
Your illustrations should show enough
different views of the design so that there
is no doubt about exactly what you want
to register.

If your design is for the shape of a
product, the best views are often those
which show the product in perspective.
Perspective views show how the design
looks from different angles and can reveal
important details that do not always show
up in a single view.

Your illustrations can be drawings or
photos or, in some cases (where the
design is on a flat surface), samples.
They should be presented on A4-size
paper.

Only use one side of the paper and,
where possible, show the product in an
upright position. Mark each sheet with
your name in the top left-hand corner and
the sheet number in the top right-hand
corner. You will also need to show the
total number of sheets in the set (for
example, ‘Sheet 1 of 3’, ‘Sheet 2 of 3’,
and so on).

Labelling the views
You must label each different view in your
set of illustrations (for example, ‘Front
view’, ‘View of one side’, ‘Perspective
view from front, above and one side’).

If necessary, you can include footnotes
such as ‘The product is circular’ or ‘The
view from the other side is the same’,
instead of adding extra views. Do not
include any other writing on your
illustrations and do not show the size of
the item.
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Repeated surface patterns
Views of designs with a repeated surface
pattern should show the complete pattern
and be surrounded with enough of the
repeat to fully illustrate the entire pattern.

Drawn views
These should be ink drawings or, better
still, good-quality photocopies.

Only use sectional views if they are
essential to show a feature properly.
If you do include sectional views, they
must be blacked in solidly to hide any
internal features which cannot normally
be seen on the finished product.

Photographic views
These should show the product in front of
a clear background and should not
include any other items. Avoid confusing
highlights, reflections and heavy
shadows. Take care to prevent misleading
distortion as a result of the camera being
too close to the item. If you need to adjust
your photos, you should do so on the
negatives and not on the prints.

Glue your photos firmly to A4 backing
sheets.

‘Informal’ illustrations
To avoid delaying your application, you
can send us an ‘informal’ illustration or
sample of the product. This does not
need to meet all the requirements set out
above, but it must show clearly all the
features of the design you want to
protect. We only need one copy of your
‘informal’ illustrations, or one sample, with
your application.

If we are not satisfied with the illustrations
or samples you provide, we will later ask
you to send us proper ‘formal’ illustrations
of your design. We may also tell you
more exactly what we need to see.

Partial disclaimer
In some cases you may want to protect
the design that is applied to only part of a
product.

In these cases, you must clearly identify
the design on the part or parts of the
product you want to protect. You can do
this by:

• colouring the part or parts in question;
• drawing the part or parts in question in

solid lines and the other parts in dotted
lines; or

• carefully circling the part or parts in red
ink.

You must do this on all the views of the
product in both sets of the illustrations.

You should then include a ‘partial
disclaimer’ worded as in the following
example.

‘The features of the design for which
protection is sought are the [lines, contours,
colours, shape, texture or materials, as
appropriate] of the part or parts of the
product shaded in blue in the illustrations.’

8
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Figure 2

2/2OPAL CRAFTS LIMITED

Plan

Underneath plan

View of the other side

4
Clear and accurate
drawings. No
jagged lines. Solid
lines are best.

6
You can show more
than one view on
each sheet, but say
what the view is.

1
Your full name

Figure 1

OPAL CRAFTS LIMITED

Front perspective

view from one side

Rear view

1/2
2
Number sheets.

3
Drawings or
photos are OK.

5
Only show the
design you want to
register.

How to present your design illustration



Please remove the application form
from the following page, fill it in

and return it to us.

Plain English Campaign’s Crystal Mark
does not apply to this form.
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1. Your reference

2. Full name, address and postcode of the or 
of each applicant
(Names of individuals including all partners in a firm 

must be given in full. Underline the surname or family 

name. For a corporate body give its company name.)

Designs ADP number (if you know it)

If the applicant is a corporate body, give 
country/state of incorporation

3. Name of agent (if you have one)

“Address for Service” in the United Kingdom to 
which all correspondence should be sent 
(including the postcode)

Designs ADP number (if you know it)

4. Name the particular product(s) to which the design 
is intended to be applied, or in which it is intended                                                                                                           
to be incorporated 
(The listing of a product(s) shall not be taken to limit the scope of

protection conferred by registration of the design.)

Write the fee code T or O (see note (e))

5. Declaration of priority: Country Date of filing

(if any) (day / month / year)

Give the Convention country and filing date of 
any previous application made abroad from 
which priority is claimed under section 14

6. If 5 above applies, and the previous
application was not made in the name(s) given
at part 2, give details of the instrument (for 

example, deed of assignment) which gives the 
applicant the right to apply for registration. 
Include appropriate name(s) and date(s).

(If this information is not given at the time this form 

is filed you must supply it before the design is 

registered.)

DDeessiiggnnss  FFoorrmm  22AA

RReeggiisstteerreedd  DDeessiiggnnss  AAcctt  11994499

((RRuulleess  66,,  1122  aanndd  1144))

DDeessiiggnnss  FFoorrmm  22AA

Application for registration
of a design
(See the notes on the back of this form)

The Patent Office
Designs Registry

Cardiff Road
Newport
South Wales
NP10 8QQ

2A
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7. Divisional application:  Give the number and Number Date of filing

filing date of any relevant earlier application (day / month / year)

whose filing date is claimed under section 3B(3)

8. Declaration I/We apply to register the design shown in the accompanying 
representations or specimens. I/We declare that the applicant(s)
claim(s) to be the owner(s) of the design and to be the owner of
any design right that exists in this design and that the owner
believes that the design is new and has individual character
subject to any partial disclaimer accompanying the application.
I/We also declare in respect of any entry at part 5 above that the
application made in the convention country upon which the
applicant relies is the first application made for registration of the
design in a convention country.

Signature(s) Date

9. Name and daytime telephone number of 
person to contact in the United Kingdom

10. Checklist

Make sure you have enclosed:

• representations or specimens of the design (See note (c))

• any continuation sheets (See note (d))

• the relevant fee (See note (e))

Notes

a) If you need help to fill in this form or you have any questions, please contact the Patent Office on 08459 500505.

b) Write your answers in capital letters using black ink or you may type them.

c) This form should be accompanied by two identical sets of representations (for example, drawings or photographs)
or specimens of the design.  A partial disclaimer, if appropriate, indicating that the design is the appearance of
only part of the product for which protection is sought or limiting the scope or extent of the protection sought may
appear on each representation or specimen. In the case of representations or specimens which consist of more
than one sheet, the partial disclaimer need only appear on the first sheet. If it is impracticable for the partial
disclaimer to appear on a specimen, it may be given on a separate sheet. Specimens may sometimes need to be
replaced by representations. A brief description explaining the representations may appear on the front of the first
sheet only of each representation or specimen.  Any such description shall not be taken to limit the scope of
protection conferred by registration of a design.

d) If there is not enough space for all the relevant details on any part of this form, please continue on a separate
sheet of paper and write “see continuation sheet” in the relevant part. Any continuation sheet should be attached
to this form.

e) A different fee is payable if the application relates to a design which is intended to be applied to, or incorporated
in, a lace product or a textile product where the design consists mainly of checks and stripes (fee code T).

Otherwise the normal fee is payable (fee code O).

For details of the fees and ways to pay please contact the Designs Registry of the Patent Office.

f) Once you have filled in the form you must remember to sign and date it.

DDeessiiggnnss  FFoorrmm  22AA

DDeessiiggnnss  FFoorrmm  22AA
((RReevviisseedd  1100//0011))
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Before sending us your application, please
make sure that you have:

carefully read all sections of this
booklet;

carefully considered whether your
design is new and has individual
character, or if we are likely to raise any
other objections (see page 3);

filled in your application form correctly
and provided two copies of illustrations
(see pages 5 to 9);

included the right fee (see page 2); and

contacted our Enquiry Unit on 08459
500 505 if you are not sure of anything.
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Confidentiality
We have to keep all documents connected
with your application confidential.
After your design is registered, we have
to make the illustrations of it available to
the public.

Appealing against us refusing
your application
If we refuse to register your design,
you can get a written statement of our
reasons for doing so by applying to us on
Designs Form 7. The current fee for this
is £65. You can then appeal against this
decision to the Registered Designs
Appeal Tribunal at the High Court or the
Court of Session.

Other people’s comments
Once we have published your application
in the Patents and Designs Journal, your
design will become registered, and
anyone who thinks we are wrong to have
accepted it can apply to have the
registration removed. This action is called
‘invalidation’. If anyone does apply to
have your design invalidated, we will send
you a copy of the statement of their
reasons and invite you to state your case
against the invalidation.

Falsely indicating that a design
is registered
It is an offence to indicate that a design is
registered when it is not. For example, it
would be an offence to use the words
‘Registered’ or ‘Registered design’ on a
product.

Our website
You can search or view the Designs
Register, and find even more detailed
information about designs, on our website
at www.patent.gov.uk

Section 3
More information about designs
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Renewing your design
Your design can be registered for up to 25
years. However, if you want this to
happen, you must renew it every five
years on the anniversary of the date we
received your application.

You can renew a registration up to three
months before the renewal date, but we
will write to remind you three months
before the renewal is due. The cost of
renewing a design is currently:
• £130 for the second five-year period;
• £210 for the third five-year period;
• £310 for the fourth five-year period; and
• £450 for the fifth five-year period.

What you can do with your
design
You can:
• license other people to use your

design with your permission;
• sell (legally ‘assign’) your design to

someone else; or
• cancel your registration.

Infringement in the UK of
registered designs
Infringement means using a registered
design illegally.

Infringement takes place when someone
uses a design in the United Kingdom that
is identical or similar to your registered
design.

Protecting your design against
use by other people
We are not responsible for policing the
Designs Register and we cannot give you
advice about infringement. You should
ask for professional help for this purpose.

Protecting your design abroad
Registering your design in the UK does
not protect it abroad.

If you want to protect your design in
countries other than the United Kingdom,
you can do this in two ways.

1 You can apply for a Registered
Community Design (RCD) with OHIM
(the Office for Harmonisation in the
Internal Market). OHIM is based in
Alicante, Spain. The Registered
Community Design gives protection in all
countries of the European Union (EU).

We have produced a booklet ‘Applying for
a Registered Community Design’ to help
you, which you can get from our Enquiry
Unit by phoning 08459 500 505.

Or, you can visit the OHIM website at
http://oami.eu.int/en

2 If you want to protect your design:

• in only some, but not all, of the
countries in the EU; or

• outside the EU;

you generally have to make a separate
application to each country in which you
want protection.

If you apply to register your design in a
country like the United Kingdom that has
signed the ‘International Convention for
the Protection of Industrial Property’, you
can claim ‘priority’ from your earliest
application for the same design in another
Convention country, as long as you apply
within six months of the earliest filing date
in that Convention country.

After we have registered your design



Our customer service
standards
1 We will provide formal receipts for

correctly filed applications or
‘deficiency letters’ for incorrect
applications within six working days.

2 We will provide an examination report
within two months of receiving your
application.

3 We will reply to all detailed
examination letters on individual
applications within four weeks.

4 We will provide formal statements of
our reasons for refusing an application
within three months of receiving your
request.

5 We will provide certified copies of
extracts from the Designs Register
within seven working days of receiving
your request.

6 We will provide confirmation of
renewal within six working days of
receiving a correct renewal
application.

We value your feedback
If you have any comments about the
service we provide, we want to hear
about it. We take note of all comments
and, where necessary, try to improve our
services as a result of them.

Our complaints procedure
We are committed to providing
high-quality best-value services. We want
to know if things go wrong. If you want to
complain about the quality of service you
have received from us, please contact the
person you have been dealing with or
their manager. If you are still not satisfied,
please write to:

Ron Marchant
Chief Executive
The Patent Office
PO Box 49
Cardiff Road
Newport
South Wales
NP10 8YU.

E-mail: box49@patent.gov.uk

He will acknowledge your complaint
within one working day and will send you
a full reply within 10 working days. If we
cannot meet this target, we will explain
why and give you a new deadline.

We have produced a leaflet which
explains all of our complaints procedure.
You can get a copy by phoning us on
08459 500 505.
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